
Discuss an issue of local, national, or international concern.  Why is this issue 
important to you?  How would you resolve it?  What impact would its 

resolution have on others? 
    
  Just after midnight, I awake to the sound of classical music.  As I gradually open 
my eyes, I hear my roommateʼs tattered toe shoes rubbing against the equally as worn 
carpet.  Practicing her pointe routine in the center of our dorm room, Tina turns off the 
music and requests that I sing.  I tighten my vocal cords, open my throat, and fill the 
room with Bizetʼs Habañera.  Tina slowly begins her dance, and together, we 
interweave our talents; I sing the first portamento--she elegantly lifts her leg into a high 
arabesque; I express lʼamour on the E--she does three shené turns across the floor; I 
bring my song to a close by holding my F sharp--she balances her final passé.  Unable 
to sleep during this interplay, Elizabeth joins in, intricately painting the finishing touches 
on her sculpture.  After the last note, the three of us make eye contact, and with an 
unspoken understanding, we acknowledge our contributions to each otherʼs art forms.  
After attending California State Summer School for the Arts (Cal Arts) with the finest 
students in their artistic fields, I committed to enriching lives through music. 
     

The issue of diversity has become prevalent across the globe.  Individuals 
neglect to understand othersʼ cultures, breeding hate instead of acceptance.  To 
achieve diversity, people must be aware of cultures other than their own.  Because 
music crosses every political, economic, and social barrier, bringing people together 
through artisitc and emotional forms of communication, it is the ideal way to instill 
tolerance. 
     

The Cal Arts program taught me that exposure to various art forms leads to 
cultural understanding. Selected as a California Arts Scholar, I was one of twenty 
vocalists and one of only four opera singers to attend the program.  During this intensive 
schooling, every student dedicated an equal amount of time to various art forms.  I 
studied the instruments, pattern sequences, and rhythms of Gamelan, the music of Bali 
and Indonesia, and through drumming and chanting, we performed African tribal 
callings.  In addition to studying jazz, classical, blues, and country music, we learned 
about Moroccan, Korean, and Indian influences on the history of music.  Not only did 
exposure to other forms of music lead to increased patience, discipline, and knowledge, 
but also it lead to the realization that students unify through their love for music. 
     

Learning about music from teachers and students diverse in background and 
talent has inspired me to give others life-altering experiences in the arts.  My teachersʼ 
words, “Weʼre counting on you musicians to open your hearts to different cultures and 
genres of music and teach others to welcome the diversity of music,” have encouraged 
me to instill change through the arts.  My goal is to start a program, “The Diversity of 
Music,” in elementary schools, high schools, and colleges.  By embracing the diversity 
of music, people will come to embrace each otherʼs differences.  


